
Email Support

"My Email is Not Working"

By far the most commonly asked question to the support department is "My email

is not working." I realize that's not a question, but it's usually how the irate

customers phrase their complaints to the working class about a platform that is not

even ours, despite the fact that we support it. As much as it sucks, there is a pretty

simple and fairly foolproof process to quickly and accurately diagnose the email

issues. Practice, combined with some tools that I've built in to AIS will have the

problem sorted before they can even ask for a manger. I've worked it down to a

finely-timed art, and that's what I'm here to discuss with you today.

Before we begin, I'd like to discuss all the necessary components of a functioning

email address. You can picture it as a pendulum hanging from a chain link. The

chains represent all the different records and providers that must be in place in

order for it to work properly. If any one is missing, we don't get functioning email.

Below are all the 'chains' that you will want to quickly diagnose while on the phone

with them.

A complete breakdown list of the steps to check for the most commonly asked question at LinkU.
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Domain provider → Domain name → DNS (MX/NS) → LinkU DNS → Fusemail
MX → Master account → sub account → SMTP block/storage space → Email
Client settings → user error

Now let's break each one of those down into a little more detail, because you can't

diagnose email issues, if you don't know know what you're looking for. It'd be like

looking under the hood of a car because it won't start without actually knowing how

an engine works.

Domain provider:

Godaddy, Tucows, Namecheap, etc. Who did they buy their domain name from?

This is not a likely spot to find an issue, although sometimes the provider is down.

Just head to their main page, or look for a status page if you suspect they're

having issues. Additionally, sometimes someone is new, or has just changed their

domain name, and actually doesn't own the domain yet. We could have everything

set up on our end waiting for them, but they just need to take action. A quick

WhoIs check on their domain name should let you know where it's registered, if it's

registered at all. That brings us to the next point...

Email is like this chain. Every link has to be in place for the email to function properly. Follow the chain to

find the missing or broken link.
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Domain name:

This kind of bleeds in with the last bullet, but I've made it its own item, because it's

way more common. MAKE SURE THEIR DOMAIN NAME IS NOT EXPIRED.

Sometimes we're just waiting on them to point nameservers, but more often than

not, they have let their domain name expire. This is an issue that will have to be

taken up with their domain provider, but try to break the news gently, because it's

something that no one likes to hear. (Just hope to god that it hasn't been released

to the public and purchased by a poacher. This would still be their problem, but it

would just make a more angry customer to deal with.) Going to the website should

let you know if it's valid or not. While you're there, check to see if it's one of our

websites. They may have changed website providers some months back, but still

have LinkU saved in their contact book under "Tech Support." Be warned though,

just because the site is not ours, does not mean that they do not have email

through LinkU. That brings us to our next point...

DNS (MX/NS):

Check their DNS. If they say ns1.linkusystems.net and ns2.linkusystems.net, then

you can be assured that the DNS in our system is accurate. Nothing more.

(Assuming propagation has taken affect.) They may not say that. They may say

something different. That doesn't mean that they don't manage their own DNS, or

that it isn't accurate, however. If it says something different, (because we are only

concerned about the MX records,) check mxtoolbox.com to see where these MX

records lie. Moving on!

LinkU DNS:

If the nameservers on the other hand say linkusystems, check our DNS records for

the accurate MX records.

Fusemail MX:

If you're checking mxtoolbox from the previous step, or checking our DNS through

LinkU, check the MX records. If they say linkumail.com, fusemail.net, or

mailanyone.net, it's through us, and you can move to the next step. If it's anyone

else, you will tell them that. "It looks like your email is actually through [provider].

You can contact them for help about your account. If it's supposed to be through

us, you'll need to change those records before it can start working again."



Master account:

Check to make sure they truly have email though us. Some people assume it's

included when it isn't, and our default MX records for all accounts are Fusemail,

which may confuse people trying to diagnose the issue. Sometimes the tools

through AIS aren't accurate, so check by logging in to our reseller portal and

searching the domain if you don't see anything. Don't assume because it doesn't

show in AIS means they don't have it. Sometimes secondary domains are under a

different primary domain. aafence.co and aandafence.com are an example of this.

Check their forwarders section in AIS for alternate domains to search for the

primary account by. If you don't see one, say; "It doesn't look like you actually have

email with us under that domain. Could it be under another domain name at all?"

Sub account:

Make sure the sub account they are trying to use exist. Some people seriously

don't understand email accounts. They think because they configured

kelly@domain.com with Outlook the account will exist without them setting

anything up. Also check to make sure if the account does exist, it has not been

suspended. It's also possible that kelly@ is an alias for ksmith@. If this is the case

people can send to this address, but she needs to configure her phone/outlook to

connect to ksmith@, not kelly@.

SMTP block / storage space:

If Fusemail has suspected the account was sending spam, they will block their

outgoing with an SMTP 550 error. If their inbox is full, they will no longer be able to

get any new messages.

Email client settings:

If they are connected with an application like outlook, or their iPhone, and ALL OF

THE ABOVE IS CORRECT, then you can affirmatively say it is an issue with the

email client and not something on our end. See support.linku.net for assistance

setting this up. Please do not assume the issue lies with the email client without

first confirming the above, because you can spend a long time helping a client

reconfigure email with their device, and it won't get you anywhere if the issue was

never on the device in the first place.



User error:

Sometimes they seriously just aren't even connected to the internet. Save yourself

some trouble and confirm that they can view other webpages before going through

a whole big long thing.

Now that we've gone through all of that, let me let you in on a secret. Some of the

links lower down on the list are usually the issue. If I log straight into the server and

send a test, that will let me know if all previous links in the chain are present. I

don't necessarily have to check each one all the way down. Sometimes you can

jump to the bottom of the list, and either know there's an issue further up, or

confirm that everything above that one step is working by just doing one check. I

didn't tell you this straight away though, because if it doesn't work, you will need to

know how to check the steps further up on the chain as well.

1. They will call in and say those five dreaded words. You will need their domain

name.

2. When you've searched the domain, take a glance at the online indicator I added

just to the left of the domain name. This will give you a fairly accurate, although not

completely foolproof, representation if their domain name is pointed to our

nameservers.

3. Ask if they are having trouble sending, receiving, or both. This will effectively

rule out any issues up to the functioning email account. If they say 'both', there is

most likely, but not always, an issue further up the chain. Otherwise, only focus on

stuff below that link.

4. Ask them if they are using a program to connect, or going to linkuwebmail.com.

You will still need to test the issues on our end regardless, but more understanding

of the issue will help you diagnose a little easier.

5. If they do say both, or if you notice a red online indicator, a missing email

account link, or incorrect/absent DNS records, do a further check starting with a

WhoIs lookup, because they're probably mistaken. This can all be one with a quick

glance in a few seconds by using the red arrow in the corner of the account

screen, as well as the information on that page.



6. Log in the the account to run a test send and receive. You can place them on

hold for this, but still try to make it fast. If you see the inbox is full, you know what

the issue is without even testing. If you try and send and get the smtp error popup,

you know what the issue is. If it runs smoothly, you have to do a screenshare for

desktops, or walk them through the settings on the phone for mobile.

7. If you get one of the other errors, let them know to clear their inbox, or reset the

password and call fusemail to unblock the outgoing.

Let them know once resolved if outgoing. If incoming, ask them if they'd like you to

set up a times auto-erase. They may not be using that inbox. It could be forwarding

or something. Still always ask.

Some more common issues include incorrect passwords, wrong port numbers, or

a username instead of the full email address.
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